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EDITORIAL
“Man is by nature a social animal” - Aristotle

Just by existing you are contributing to the society for better
or for worse. We are animals that live by comprehension and
communica tion. To understand the importance of socialization is
a knowledge that enunciates existence and progress.

Being able to grasp this understanding is what has kept us going
for generations.

The North Point Weekly team of editors have now been able to
publish fifteen issues during the lockdown. It is all due to the
support of the administration, teachers, students, parents and
alumni.

The future has hope. It promises us that together we can heal and
make better our world.

SURSUM CORDA

Sonam P. Wangchuk

Awanish Gazmer

RECTOR’S
message
Fr K. L. George, SJ
“Of all the liars in the world, sometimes the worst are
our own fears”, said Rudyard Kipling. Fear has been around
from primordial times. Fear may be helpful or harmful
depending on various factors. Fear may manifest itself in
different forms as anxiety, stress and so on. If fear helps one
to be better prepared to face the unknown it is acceptable
and even desirable. But if fear makes one incapacitated,
dysfunctional and paralysed, it is unacceptable and
undesirable. Fear is basically fear of the unknown and the
unknowable something. Pause and get in touch with your
own fear; get to understand it; and if you can, try and
befriend it. When you understand fear, its origin and growth
in you, it is bound to lead you to a deeper understanding of
yourself, your thought pattern, your expectations and many
other layers of your personality. At the bottom of it all you
might even find that you are deceiving yourself, to fear what
you fear.

of understanding and of accepting the truth about our life
and existence. Perhaps this made Ralph Waldo Emerson
remark, “When a resolute young fellow steps up to the great
bully, the world, and takes him boldly by the beard, he is
often surprised to find it comes off in his hand, and that
it was only tied on to scare away the timid adventurers.”
Fear leads to superstition and this leads one to unhealthy
practices. And the result is, one stays deeply rooted in fear.

This period of the lockdown has brought great fear into
many of us. But we are now beginning to look at Covid-19 in
the eye and stand up to it. Perhaps the changes we fear, may
turn out to be our new opportunities. Change is necessary for
growth and development. But change is also scary, because
we are looking into the unknown. This is when we need to
take calculated risks and make informed choices. Seek help
and never shy away from it. Only let the ones you approach
be people who are well informed and wise people. We wish
all our students, especially the ISC graduates, well in their
choices. May God guide and bless you.

Learning to handle and to overcome fear is critical
to living your life fully. “Fear is the lengthened shadow of
ignorance”, says Arnold H. Glasow. In order to handle and
overcome fear one must venture on the path of knowing,

Sursum Corda!

from the
P R I N C I PA L’S D E S K
Fr Leo Alphonse Raj, SJ
‘In a small Italian town, hundreds of years ago, a small
business owner owed a large sum of money to a loan-shark. The
loan-shark was a very old, unattractive looking guy that just so
happened to fancy the business owner’s daughter. He decided
to offer the businessman a deal that would completely wipe out the
debt he owed him. However, the catch was that he would only wipe
out the debt if he could marry the businessman’s daughter. Needless
to say, this proposal was met with a look of disgust.

The loan-shark said that he would place two pebbles into a bag, one
white and one black. The daughter would then have to reach into the
bag and pick out a pebble. If it was black, the debt would be wiped,
but the loan-shark would then marry her. If it was white, the debt
would also be wiped, but the daughter wouldn’t have to marry the
loan-shark. Standing on a pebble-strewn path in the businessman’s
garden, the loan-shark bent over and picked up two pebbles. Whilst
he was picking them up, the daughter noticed that he’d picked
up two black pebbles and placed them both into the bag. He then
asked the daughter to reach into the bag and pick one. The daughter
naturally had three choices as to what she could have done: refuse
to pick a pebble from the bag or take both pebbles out of the bag and
expose the loan-shark for cheating or pick a pebble from the bag
fully well knowing it was black and sacrifice herself for her father’s

freedom. She drew out a pebble from the bag, and before looking
at it ‘accidentally’ dropped it into the midst of the other pebbles.
She said to the loan-shark; “Oh, how clumsy of me. Never mind,
if you look into the bag for the one that is left, you will be able to
tell which pebble I picked.” The pebble left in the bag is obviously
black, and as the loan-shark didn’t want to be exposed, he had to
play along as if the pebble the daughter dropped was white, and
clear her father’s debt.’(Courtesy- https://wealthygorilla.com/10most-inspirational-short-stories/)
It has been a week since the ICSE and ISC results were
announced. Many of you, especially the ISC students, might be at
crossroads since you might wish to or are expected to choose your
future course of action in this competitive world, since your school
life has ended. It is a tough situation. Everyone might expect, that
you think out of the box in order to make the right choice. You are
not to pick from the only options you think you have. Great men
and women have always recognized their own potentials in making
their choices while looking at the various options available in their
environments. But they all moved out of those existing options and
found their own greatness. It was said that the famous comedian
Jim Carrey, a drop out from the high school, once lived out of a
VW camper van and in a tent on his sister’s front lawn. He had
developed a sense of humour when he had gone through the financial
difficulties. At the age of 10 Charlie Chaplin had to figure out how
to make a living on the streets of London. School life has given you
the foundations for your future and you all need to outgrow to reach
the heights of your lives. Do not succumb to limited options. Think
big and do not be a frog in the well. You are to think out of the box to
make yourself, family and school proud. Our great school alumni are
a witness to this. Your creativity, relentless hard work and wanting
to become someone in the world will keep you going. Stay focused.
Sursum Corda!
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FACULTY FELLOWSHIP

Take responsibility for your life and actions
by

Mr Loveson C. Moyon

One of the most difficult and painful things to do in
life is to admit the mistakes and blunders one has made.
When Neil Armstrong set foot on the moon, he was supposed
to say, “ That’s a small step for a man but a giant leap for
mankind.” But he erred. What he actually said was, “ That’s
a small step for man but a giant leap for mankind.” The
words exist in recording and millions of people heard the
goof up, but to this very day, he maintains the fact that he
uttered the correct version.

take the car home. I will walk back and introspect through
the whole journey. His son tailed behind, pleading with his
father to sit inside the car. But his father continued walking
silently introspecting all the way back home – travelling 15
miles. From that day onwards the boy pledged in his mind
he would never again tell a lie to his parents.

What a wonderful story: not only has the boy been
transformed, so has the father. This is what the world is in
need of. We all have to look into ourselves and ask where
have we gone wrong? And not where others have gone wrong.
We cannot change others. We can only change ourselves.
And if we all decide to do just that then there would be no
need to change anybody else anyway. The world would be
transformed in a single blow.

The hesitation in confessing one’s mistakes or
expressing one’s regrets and the refusal of making
amendments or simply giving a heartfelt apology is the root
of strife amidst individuals within families and between
nations today. It’s not always that people don’t want to
forgive but that people don’t want to ask forgiveness and
admit they are wrong .

Another thing which needs transforming is the
negative way in which almost everyone interprets their lives.
Everyone thinks they are burdened with unending problems.
No one seems to be truly happy. Even the rich, famous
and powerful hide depression and frustration beneath the
makeup and plastic smiles. This is why even these people
are known to have thrown it all away by committing suicide.

A teenager had just passed his driving test and was
eager to drive his father’s car. His father agreed on the
condition that he should drop him at a place about 15 miles
from home and then take the car for servicing. The boy
should then come back in the afternoon at 4 p.m., pick him
up and they would go home together. The boy dropped off
his father, took the car to the garage and promptly went
to watch a film. Not realising how much time had elapsed,
the boy continued to watch the film until 5 p.m. Afraid that
his father would scold him for being late and would never
give him the car again, he collected the car at the garage,
arrived at the appointed place and said, “Dad, I am sorry
I’m late but it took the mechanic longer to service the car
than usual.”

Try to change your attitude towards problems.
Problems are not problems at all. Your circumstances can be
viewed very positively if you wish. You are only making them
appear to be very negative by suing negative terminology
such as hardship, burden, and embarrassment.

They are really revelations, duties, responsibilities,
mission, challenges, and opportunities. The words you use
generate mindsets in you. Viewing everything positively
will help you to grow and create the skill and ability that
will shape your life – and our world – more than you can
ever dream.

“Son, I phoned the garage”, his father replied.” The car
was ready at 4 p.m.” The boy looked down.” I’m sorry but I
went to watch a film.” “I am very angry”, replied the father
after a moment of thought.” But not with you. I am angry
with myself. Where did I go wrong all these years as a father
that my son is unable to confide in me his honesty? You
2

From the Primary Division
Headmaster

Mr Andre Lefevre

The Fun They Had

My dear colleagues, teachers, parents and
students especially the Primary Division boys,
I would like to share with you a short story written by

				

Isaac Asimov (1920-1992)

the American author, Isaac Asimov. Asimov’s father, Judah had
come to America from Russia and owned a series of candy shops
where his son worked as a youngster. Isaac Asimov was fond

Margie even wrote about it that night in her diary. On the page

of learning at a young age, having taught himself to read by

headed May 17, 2155, she wrote, Today Tommy found a real

the age of 5; he learned Yiddish soon after and graduated from

book!

high school at the age of fifteen to enter Columbia University
where he did an MA and a PhD. In 1949, Asimov taught at

It was a very old book. Margie’s grandfather once said that

Boston University School of Medicine, where he was hired as

when he was a little boy his grandfather told him that there

an associate professor of biochemistry.

was a time when all stories were printed on paper.

Asimov wrote over 500 books in his life time (1920 to

They turned the pages, which were yellow and crinkly, and

1992). He wrote many kinds of stories but he was a specialist in
Science Fiction. Science fiction (often shortened to sci-fi or SF)

it was awfully funny to read words that stood still instead of

is a kind of writing that mixes scientific facts with imagined

moving the way they were supposed to – on a screen, you know.

fiction.

Science fiction stories can be novels, movies, TV

And then, when they turned back to the page before, it had the

shows, comic books and other literature. He was known for sci-

same words on it that it had had when they read it the first time.

fi works like ‘Foundation’ and ‘I, Robot.’ Asimov has given the
Gee, said Tommy, what a waste. When you’re though with the

term “robotics” to our dictionaries.

book, you just throw it away, I guess. Our television screen must

Sci-Fi is often about the future. It can be about imaginary

have had a million books on it and it’s good for plenty more. I

new science and inventions such as spaceships, time machines,

wouldn’t throw it away.

and robots. Science fiction stories often happen in a world that
is very different from the real world. They can have science and

Same with mine, said Margie. She was eleven and hadn’t seen

tools that do not exist in reality. Science fiction stories often

as many telebooks as Tommy had. He was thirteen.

take place on other worlds. There are even alien creatures.

She said, “Where did you find it?”

Science fiction is different from fantasy. Fantasy stories
often have magic and other things that do not exist and are not

“In my house.” He pointed without looking, because he was

science. Isaac Asimov once said that science fiction is possible,

busy reading. “In the attic.”

but fantasy is not.

“What’s it about?”

Writers often use SF to explain everyday questions or

“School.”

problems by putting them in the future. Usually they invent
a very different world to help people notice important ideas.

Margie was scornful. “ School? What’s there to write about

During a televised interview Asimov said that he hoped his ideas
would live on past his death; his wish has come to fruition, with

school? I hate school.” Margie had always hated school, but

the world continuing to think about his literary and scientific

now she hated it more than ever. The mechanical teacher had

legacies.

been giving her test after test in geography and she had been
doing worse and worse until her mother had shaken her head

In this story, “The Fun They Had” Asimov is imagining

sorrowfully and sent for the County Inspector.

what school and the world would be like in the future in the

He was a round little man with a red face and a whole box of

year 2155. Do you think it would be any different from today in
2020? Read on to find out……..
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it, you don’t have to read the book.”

tools with dials and wires. He smiled at her and gave her an
apple, and then he took the teacher apart. Margie had hoped

“I didn’t say I didn’t like it, Margie said quickly.” She wanted to

he wouldn’t know how to put it together again, but he knew

read about those funny schools.

how all right and, after an hour or so, there it was again, large

They weren’t nearly half finished when Margie’s mother called,

and black and ugly with a big screen on which all the lessons

“Margie! School!”

were shown and the questions were asked. That wasn’t so bad.
The part she hated the most was the slot where she had to put

Margie looked up. “Not yet, Mamma.”

homework and test papers. She always had to write them out in

“Now”, said Mrs. Jones. “And it’s probably time for Tommy,

a punch code they made her learn when she was six years old,

too.”

and the mechanical teacher calculated the mark in no time.

Margie said to Tommy, “Can I read the book some more with

The inspector had smiled after he was finished and patted her

you after school?”

head. He said to her mother, “It’s not the little girl’s fault, Mrs.
Jones. I think the geography sector was geared a little too quick.

“Maybe”, he said, nonchalantly. He walked away whistling, the

Those things happen sometimes. I’ve slowed it up to an average

dusty old book tucked beneath his arm.

ten-year level. Actually, the over-all pattern of her progress is

Margie went to the schoolroom. It was right next to her bedroom,

quite satisfactory.” And he patted Margie’s head again.

and the mechanical teacher was on and waiting for her. It was

Margie was disappointed. She had been hoping they would take

always on at the same time every day except for Saturday and

the teacher away altogether. They had once taken Tommy’s

Sunday, because her mother said little girls learned better if

teacher away for nearly a month because the history sector had

they learned at regular hours.

blanked out completely.

The screen was lit up, and it said: ‘Today’s arithmetical lesson

So she said to Tommy, “Why would anyone write about school?”

is on the addition of proper fractions. Please insert yesterday’s
homework in the proper slot.’

Tommy looked at her with very superior eyes. “Because it’s not
our kind of school, stupid. This is the old kind of school that

Margie did so with a sigh. She was thinking about the old

they had hundreds and hundreds of years ago.”

schools they had when her grandfather’s grandfather was a boy.
All the kids from the whole neighborhood came, laughing and

Margie was hurt. “Well, I don’t know what kind of school they

shouting in the school yard, sitting together in the schoolroom,

had all that time ago.” She read the book over his shoulder for

going home together at the end of the day. They learned the

a while, then said, “Anyway, they had a teacher.”

same things so they could help one another on the homework

“Sure they had a teacher, but it wasn’t a regular teacher. It was

and talk about it.

a man.”

And the teachers were people…

“A man . How could a man be a teacher?”

The mechanical teacher was flashing on the screen. ‘When we

“Well, he just told the boys and girls things and gave them

add the fractions ½ and ¼ …’

homework and asked them questions.”

Margie was thinking about how the kids must have loved it in

“A man isn’t smart enough.”

the old days. She was thinking about the fun they had.

“Sure he is. My father knows as much as my teacher.”
“He can’t. A man can’t know as much as a teacher.”
“He knows almost as much, I betcha.”
I hope you enjoyed the story. I know that you are missing

Margie wasn’t prepared to dispute that. She said,” I wouldn’t

all the fun too. We can learn the value of imagination from this

want a strange man in my house to teach me.”

story…. Sometimes the truth is stranger than fiction ….. even

Tommy screamed with laughter. “You don’t know much, Margie.

Science Fiction!

The teachers didn’t live in the house. They had a special building

Look after yourselves, take care and especially the PD boys

and all the kids went there.”

listen to your parents and do your work honestly and sincerely.
Just like Isaac Asimov, I am also making a secret invention to

“And all the kids learned the same thing?”

watch you through the screens on your phones, television sets

“Sure, if they were the same age.”

and computers ….. If you are being naughty we teachers shall
come to know soon!!

“But my mother says a teacher has to be adjusted to fit the mind
of each boy and girl it teaches and that each kid has to be taught
differently.”
“Just the same, they didn’t do it that way then. If you don’t like
4
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”

It’s a spirit (NP Spirit) which binds us all but what it
means to each one of us is very individual and unique
to them.
MR ASHWIN KANAN
School – North Point (2003-2013)
Blue Coat - Performing Arts
College – B.A. (English Honours), St. Stephen’s College,
New Delhi
National School of Drama
Living in Mumbai.
Acted in Television show in Zee TV (“Kundali Bhagya”),
International Award Winning Short Film – Happy Birthday’
which is the official selection for many International Film
Festivals in India and abroad recent one being in New
Jersey and Atlanta, USA . Digital Campaigns and Ads for
TATA Motors, Bombay Dyeing and Times of India.
This interview was taken on 8th July at Ajit Mansion, Darjeeling by our
Editor Tshering Norbu Bhutia 12 Science.

Q. Could you please tell us about your journey in North Point from
class 3?

realized that I had carved a niche for myself. It was a cherishable moment.
Q. Would you like to share some other good memories from school?

Ans. I did enroll in class 3 and well, what do I say? It is a pretty vast span of time
when you think of it. When I first joined North Point in class 3, I was this lost, shy
kid who was totally blown away by the grandeur of the building. I was like, “where
am I?”
It was huge and grand like Hogwarts. It is like Hogwarts. I was just thinking
to myself, “What do I do here?” It was a very strange feeling. I felt lost actually.
You realize that this school has a long, rich, running history. A lot of
stalwarts have come and gone and created an impact in the world. Then you just
think to yourself, where do you stand in all of this? “I need to find a place for myself
in this huge historical journey that is North Point.”
I was never someone who would go up on the stage or speak, it just
happened one step at a time. My first play was in the Primary division - The Wizard
of Oz. Surprisingly, all the PD boys were involved in the play, whether it was the
choir, backstage or the cast. Perhaps it started there - when I came on that stage in
Fraser Hall.

Ans. I was a very passionate scout, I was also enthusiastic about elocution and
play. It’s very difficult to choose but the best thing that happened to me in school.
It has got to be scouting, you know. The camping of scouting - when we used to
organize meetings and it used to fail, when we used to make gadgets with staves
and ropes on the PD field. We were allotted a certain time period and then it wasn’t
prepared and that fear you know, the throbbing of the heart, like “Oh my God, Sir
is going to come now and scold us.”
I really miss those things. I miss going out with the boys for camping,
hiking because as the senior scout, it was my responsibility to look after them and
they developed their trust towards me and we grew together. Those were some of
my fondest memories.
(I’m just loaded with emotions you know, talking about school is very
nostalgic.)
My senior years, I passed out as topper of my batch in the ISC Exams, so
that’s why I felt like I had done my share of school life. I felt like a winner honestly
while walking out of the Twin Towers. It’s all thanks to North Point - the Jesuit
education which always taught you to go for that excellence- magis.
I felt very fortunate to be under the guidance of Fr. Kinley because he was
a true leader, the captain of the ship. In fact, my speeches were inspired by him you
know. When I used to do extempore, it used to be inspired by the things he used to
say in the assembly.
I was this class six kid who was standing in that assembly line and I used
to hear Fr. Kinley speak. Words just used to flow out of his mouth - he was so
erudite. When he talked, it was like wisdom emanating from him. I consider
myself fortunate to have teachers who goaded us on at every sphere. Even when we
faltered and fell, they helped you rise up again. Those are some of the most moving

Q. What is the best thing that happened to you in North Point?
Ans. One of the most important things I did was join Scouting in class 6. It
is through scouting and that I learnt a lot about North Point values - especially
leadership, service, discipline or self-improvement. I am so grateful for that
experience.
I remember my teacher, our Scout Master, Mr. Suraj Tamang who had
a huge influence on my life. Through him we learnt a lot. He made He enkindled
that fire in us and maneuvered our ‘modus operandi’ - which I still apply in my
life. When I was in class 10 I was the troop leader. We participated in activities in
and around school and went on receive the Rajya Puraskar - the Governor’s award
in Kolkata. There were five of us and we had worked hard towards it. We were so
happy at our achievement.
We also attended the World Scouts Jamboree 2011 in Sweden where
scouts from 144 countries had participated. We also visited Denmark. I got the
chance to interact with scouts from all over the world, and that was something
really important. I didn’t know it then but I realize it now.
Q. Now, something very important happened in class 10. Do you
remember me talking about when I walked into school and I thought I
need to find my place here?
Ans. By this time, I frequented the stage more often whether it was for elocution,
or plays and so on. I was winning speech contests for the Rotary Club in Darjeeling,
Kalimpong, Shantiniketan and also the Inter-Jesuit Elocution Contest. But the
pinnacle came when I participated and won the Dr. N.M. Master’s Shield for North
Point. Our school had won in all categories!
It was held in Mount Hermon School and I remember that it was a Friday.
When I came to school on Monday, things had changed. There was an assembly. I
was called on stage, felicitated and awarded a Blue Coat. All my friends and batchmates cheered me on. I am really thankful to my friends who motivated me when
I was shy and hesitant. I owe a lot to Mr. Andre Lefevre , Mr. Julius Santiago ,
Mr. Manuel Coutinho and Father Kinley for their guidance, mentoring, spirit and
motivation. I was no longer that shy, hesitant, unsure kid anymore. That’s when I

Mr Suraj Tamang and Ashwin Kanan
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of Darjeeling, and everyone who is connected to North Point - be it our parents,
teachers, friends, everyone who knows us. That was again a very gratifying
experience.
Our teachers were very happy to see us. The most moving thing that they
said to us was, “it was so nice to see all of you come together this way and that you
still have carried your NP spirit. It puts our faith in the school, in North Point, in
you. It reaffirms our faith, that we have done a good job.”
Mr. Andre said that – “lovely to see all of you in one place after all these
years and making music in harmony … chasing away the dark discordant notes of
the pandemic”.
All our teachers were so happy and proud to see us all at once. Ultimately,
that’s what we want to do - make our teachers and parents proud.
We really enjoyed our process. When we saw the boys who were the
backbenchers, who used to sit in the front, who used to do all the funny things and
now they’re all mature and grown up in different walks of life. It was very exciting
to see that, to see each other. A lot of the boys contributed to this.

things about North Point.
I think we were really lucky to have such beautiful teachers, I’ve never
found them anywhere else.
Q. What about college?
Ans. Ah! College! Now that’s a whole different world. Once again I was
privileged to be studying in one of the nation’s premier institutes - St. Stephen’s
College, New Delhi. College is more about unlearing than learning. You find people
who inspire you to think out of the box and discover your latent skills; discover
yourself. It teaches you to connect with your peers while also holding your own. It
was empowering.
What made you take up acting as a career? Did North Point play any role in it?
When I used to act in plays at schools, I simply enjoyed it. I didn’t think that
I will be acting one day. It just happened. When I went to college, there was a very
vibrant theatre culture there and I started doing plays there too. I was appreciated
by my peers and professors alike. I felt like, “Wow, I actually like doing this”. It was
so good watching the students perform in Delhi with such brilliance and fervour.

Q. Any message you might want to give to your batchmates and your
friends?
Ans. I would like to take from the song you know, “We Are The World,” there’s a
line that says “Let us realize that a change can only come,
When we stand together as one,”
The power of unity, once again we felt it while making the song. And let us
keep it that way. This brought us together after many years.
There’s no better feeling than the feeling of togetherness, bonding and brotherhood
that we feel.
And that’s what North Pointers do.
Even if you meet a fellow North Pointer in a distant country, who you’ve
never met before, who’s from a different era, there’s this immediate connection,
this instant bond that gets formed. That’s the thing about North Pointers and let us
keep it that way.
I’m sure that we don’t even have to try that hard for that.
Let us motivate each other, let us help each other, let us be there for each
other…

After college, I felt a creative spark in me while acting and in the process of
the production. I didn’t want to lose that creative energy.
I had to figure it out on my own as I had no clue about it until college. The last
months in college - going for admissions to various institutions. It can be an
overwhelming experience for you. People are already applying for scholarships,
different universities; they’re going to Paris, Japan, US everywhere. Then there are
some taking a gap year. I didn’t know what to do. But I knoew that I didn’t want
to lose this creative enegy in me. I just wanted to continue doing this, which was
making me happy and creative at that moment.
So I auditioned for the National School of Drama and got selected. Now
you’ll ask me what happened after that? Well, you got to just act. So I’m simply
doing something which is making me feel happy, something where my heart lies
and I’m still in the process. Well, I may say this after some years that maybe I took
the Fraser Hall too seriously. (laughs)
Q. What is the one thing that you really love about what you do?

Q. Now for the last question, what does NP Spirit mean to you?

Ans. It is got to be that gush of creative energy that I feel when we are in the
process of creating something, anything – any form of art be it acting, music,
painting. When we create it, we put so much honesty into it. We put our soul into it.
The process is a very unique experience.
When you put so much honesty and focus on your work, I think it is the
highest form of worship. This process of creation really moves me and inspires me.
Acting is about feeling human emotions and expressing them. Humans,
you know, we just live one life. However, through acting, I get a chance to live a
thousand lives. I live the life of another character in a different space and time.
It’s an exciting experience as it get to feel those emotions and through that, I get
a chance to understand humans more. It makes you compassionate, it makes you
kind. It makes you a better person. I feel fulfilled that way.

Ans. For me, NP spirit, it’s really about action. We have thoughts, we have
desires and aspirations but it all boils down to nothing without action. For me - you
got to get up and show up. Be open to life, open to thoughts and ideas, because
when you are open to ideas you don’t know what’s in store for you. There is no fixed
goal. I don’t mean to put it up in a wrong way, I just mean to say that you might just
surprise yourself when you’re open to ideas and that, I think is the greatest essence
of education, to open your minds.
The universe is gigantic, so when you are just open to things you surprise
yourself with the miracles happening around you. When those things happen, all
these values which we imbibe from the school, be it discipline, determination,
dedication and devotion – they all unfurl themselves.
It’s a spirit which binds us all but what it means to each one of us is very
individual and unique to them. For me it was really about that action that we take
and being open to life, opportunities, ideas and devoting whatever you do to the
higher power.

Q. Now, coming to the video your batch made, which is on YouTube.
Could you tell me something about that? How did it feel during the
entire process of making that video?
Well it all starts with an idea. We were home in Darjeeling during this
quarantine lockdown. COVID cases rising every day and we are just, crumbling
down in our own negative spiral. We were feeling very low.
That’s when we started this. My friends and I we decided to do something
positive. Not just for others, but for us ourselves to begin with. So that, if we feel
positive, we stand a chance to make others feel positive too, and we can radiate that
feeling of hope and optimism to others.
There were two batches, the batch of 2012 and the batch of 2013. We started
contacting our friends. We hadn’t been in touch for about 8 years or so, some even
10. But when we spoke it was like not a day had passed. It was overwhelming. It was
just like old school days.
There’s always something moving about people coming together for a
cause. I think that’s what inspired them as well.
First, we formed the track with music, instruments. The guys played it
themselves, and then we allotted parts to different singers. They did a fantastic job.
We compiled it. It took a lot of work, almost a month.
When we released it, everybody was thrilled. I think it touched the hearts
of the North Pointers - past and present too. And not just them, I think the people
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Mr Ashwin Kanan 2nd from left; Major Play 2012 - Dead Poets Society

Mr Ashwin Kanan 4th row sitting 5th from left; North Point Scouts 2012

Mr Ashwin Kanan 2nd row sitting 1st from
left ;Among Ourselves Editorial Board 2012

Mr Ashwin Kanan 1st row standing 3rd from
left ;Blue Coat Awardees 2010
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Reflections from the
Senior Division Boarding

Mr Biraj Pradhan
Google Classroom Supervisor
Asst. Sub-Prefect

“If he were allowed contact with foreigners he would discover that they
are creatures similar to himself and that most of what he has been told
about them is lies.
The sealed world in which he lives would be broken, and the fear, hatred,
and self-righteousness on which his morale depends might evaporate.”
–George Orwell, 1984
In March 2016, I stepped inside the Twin Towers for the first
time and got a chance to mingle with the North Point family. Our “blue
blooded” family members helped me a lot to know about this esteemed
institution - “St. Joseph’s School North Point”.
Throughout my student life, I had never experienced boarding
life. In August 2019, after three years as a teacher, I got a chance to get
involved in the boarding life of North Point. All thanks to our dynamic
new Principal Rev. Fr. Leo Alphonse Raj SJ for giving me a chance to do
so.
My duty as a sub-prefect was to look after Class 11 boys but my room
was a long walk on the opposite corridor, the Class 12 corridor. Students
who join as boarders always dream of staying in that corridor because
it is where they get their personal cubicles. The first few days was very
hard for me as I didn’t have the habit of waking up so early. Thanks to
Mr Marcellino who used to knock on my door and Mr Parag who played
loud music to wake the boys up, I managed to rise and shine.

teacher. Taking IT classes for the boarders and staying with them in
school premises is a great experience as boys from all over India and
neighbouring countries live together as brothers. As sub-prefects we
have an important role of parenting these young teenagers in their
formative years.

It was a long walk to the Class 11 dorm to wake the boys up.
But before I reached there, some boys who were veteran boarders (since
PD) who used to be awake. I would like to name some of them boys like
Spandan, Aaron, Sonam Palden among others. Aaron was always the
first one to make his bed and get ready for Mass, Spandan always helped
to wake other boys. I always admired their responsible nature. North
Point has truly some great students who I feel will make their families
and school proud. Of course, there were the usual blanket huggers
who had to be forced to leave their beds. I would hope that they have
improved in this lockdown. No names here.

This year, a few weeks after the school began, the pandemic
struck and we had to leave the school premises again. I felt so sad for the
boys who were newly promoted to Class 12 and had shifted their luggage
to our historical corridor. They had always dreamt of the idea of living
as young adults with their own rooms. But I want to tell them that they
are the best of what North Point can gift the world – young responsible
adults.
“I pray to our Almighty that this Pandemic will soon get over and we will
all meet again”
Stay Safe and stay connected.

It felt like I was reliving my school days. The difference was just that
I was the one in charge of the students and not the one troubling the
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Reflection as the Lower
Division sub-prefect

Mr Terence Daniel Moses
Sub-Prefect
I’ve been associated with the boarding throughout my life, as
a student I went to a boarding school , in college I was a boarder and
then when I started my career I was involved in the boarding. A lot
has changed since the time I was a student however the fundamental
structure of a boarding life has not changed much and as I look
back and reflect on my career in North Point and particularly in the
Lower Division I feel content and satisfied as a guardian. Just like a
potter I am much pleased with the way I have been able to mould
my students and shape them to be young gentlemen and ready to
become responsible citizens.
Unlike other boarding schools NP is SPECIAL ,the reason I
say this is because the students are given the best facilities and are
guided by vigilant Jesuit Fathers who constantly support and guide
the staff faculty and this helps us to bring out the best within our
students.
For the last three years I had been associated with the lower
division and I feel proud seeing my students excel in all fields be it
academics, games and behaviour.
In the year 2017 I joined NP and was assigned to the Lower
Division. During the briefing before the session began all the previous
sub- prefects of the lower division began giving me their feedback
on their experience as the LD sub-prefect and I must say they really
scared me with the stories of the lower division, a certain sub prefect
even said that I was going to be baptised in fire and all these feedback
really started to play on my mind , however Mr Peter Lepcha a senior
and experienced former sub-prefect worked with me and taught me
how to engage the students and bring out the best within them.
My first LD batch was surprisingly one of the most talented
batches as far as the field of academics was concerned with students
students like Kunga Dorjee, Himanshu Gupta, Yeezing and Rehan
setting the standards.

During the Rev. Father Kinley Class 8 and below
Basketball tournament which was held that year , the LD basketballers Gaydun Chenpo, Kunga Dorjee, Arpan Toppo and their
batch mates surprised everyone as they were in the team ‘B’ and
were able to win the NP team ‘A’ who were a batch senior to them,
However one of the most talented basket ballers in the LD during
my three years in the LD was Jigme Lam Dorjee, who was
awarded the most promising basket baller in SAS and it was Jigme
Lam Dorjee’s team that bought back the basketball trophy to NP
after seven long years.
As I recall, this month is usually an exciting time period for
our boarding students as the football and swimming seasons begin.
I remember hosting special football matches and the inter house
matches with pizzas and cake as their rewards, I truly miss those
wonderful moments on the field with my LD boys .It’s true that
the true character of our children are built on the field when they
play, get hurt, fight, build strong bonds of friendship and loyalty
and respect each other, win and lose and learn to accept defeat
and then work harder to win. This is the best self-learning ground
for our students.
As the LD sub-prefect my job was to guide the boys and prepare
them for the future. Today as I look back at my first batch of
students, who are currently in class ten ,I have to say that I am
proud of all of you especially Bahadur Jr. I remember Adrit was a
funny character in the LD entertaining us with his good sense of
humour and wit, Today Adrit, Gaydun and Tashi Gurmey are
Prefects! All of you were in LD with me and I am happy with all
your achievements, in fact I remember clearly how your batch won
all the cup ties against the Upper Division and how Bahadur Jr.
broke a wicket with his super-fast stunning bowling. Today all of
you have a new challenge, that is , learning away from school and
your teachers. I’m sure that it must be challenging, however, all
of you were trained well from the beginning in the PD till this day
in the SD and without out any doubt, I can say that all of you
can overcome the challenges you are facing. Remember your
batch is a batch of champions who have overcome
many challenges. All of this which you have achieved is because of
your hard work towards yourself and your school so keep
working hard and victory will surely follow.
My advice to the other students is Guys! I know you are
at home away from your friends, school and the playground and
some of you must be missing all the games and fun that take place
in school but don’t dampen your spirits .Take up a hobby,
learn to play any instrument of your choice, dance, play chess
and try to learn some cooking, help your parents, clean your
room , make your beds and keep yourselves busy till the situation
improves and when you come back to school I can assure you all
the teachers and staff will be looking to see what you have been able
to achieve during the lockdown.
9 Sursum Corda

NUTSHELL QUIZ LEAGUE
report by

The North Point Quiz Club

T he Nuts h e ll Q u iz Le agu e w a s o rg a n i s e d b y

Sa m a n a w ya D e y pr o g r essed i n t o t he fi n als t o o by

Qui zz ora and Co. , a q u izzing s t ar tu p b a s e d i n Si l i g u ri

d e f e a ti n g A b hi n av Dube y o f De lhi Publi c Scho o l w i t h

between 5t h Jul y and 12t h J u ly. A r o u n d 7 0 0 i n q u i s i ti v e

a s co re l i n e o f 1 70 - 5 5 .

stu dent s from ac r os s t h e c ou ntry p a rti ci p a te d i n

T he g ra n d fi n ale w as he ld o n t he 1 2 t h o f July at

t h e first prelim inar y r ou nd w h ic h co n s i s te d o f 2 0

1 2 : 3 0 p . m . I t w a s br o adcast e d li v e o n Facebo o k as w ell

questions. Six s t u d e nt s f r om ou r s cho o l , Sa m a n a w ya

a s Yo u T u b e . Sa man aw y a’s o ppo n e n t w as So ur ashi sh

D ey, R udraksh S h ar ma, Rav i P r ak a s h Gu p ta , Ve d a n t

Pa n d i t o f St. Jo seph’s Scho o l, B hakt i n ag ar , Si li g ur i .

R ai and Pra gun N e p al, w e r e among the 6 0 s e l e cte d f o r

T he f i n a l s co re l i n e w as 3 7 5 - 4 0 . Saman aw y a w as

t h e s e cond prel iminar y r ou nd , h e ld o n the 7 th o f J u l y.

d e cl a re d the w i n n e r o f t he Nut she ll Qui z L eag ue.

Samanawy a D e y of ou r s c h o o l w a s a m o n g the

I w o u l d l i ke t o t han k t he e n t i r e Nut shell t e am

ei gh t student s s e le c t e d f or t h e q u a rte rf i n a l s . T he

f o r o rg a n i s i n g such a i n t r i g ui n g an d i n fo r mat i v e q ui z

quar terfina ls w e r e h e ld on t h e 8th a n d 9 th o f J u l y.

w hi ch he l p e d u s i n de feat i n g bo r e do m w hi le w e ar e at

Sam ana wy a D e y p r ogr e s s e d int o the s e m i f i n a l s b y

ho m e b a ttl i n g th e pan demi c.

def eating Lakshy a A r y an of S t . M i che a l ’s Scho o l w i th
a sc o reline of 1 90 - 60.
T he sem if inals w e r e h e ld o n 1 1 th o f J u l y.
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The anti-apartheid leader who became South Africa’s first black president, was
regarded as one of the great figures of the past century for his generosity of spirit,
sacrifices in the name of equality and his efforts to reconcile the races in South
Africa amid the ever-present specter of conflict. As the world reflects on Madiba’s
legacy, we give thanks for his life, his leadership and his devotion to humanity and to
humanitarian causes.

No matter how small your action, Mandela Day is about changing the world for the
better, just as Nelson Mandela did every day. In 2020, the essence of Mandela Day –
take action, inspire change, and make every day a Mandela Day – is more important
than ever before.

TAKE ACTION
INSPIRE CHANGE

MAKE EVERYDAY A

MANDELA DAY

N E L S O N

M A N D E L A

( 1 9 1 8 - 2 0 1 3 )

Sponge Cake
a recipe by

Mrs Luckey Sherpa
Mother of Nawang Gyaltshen Sherpa, 3C
BAKING with kids is a learning experience in so many ways.
Kids learn measuring, mixing, following directions, the value of
patience, and seeing reward for their effort.
We love to bake together. Happiness is always homemade and
the secret ingredients is always LOVE....
Cooking Time : 15- 20 minutes
Temperature : 180 (degree) c
Function Mode : Bake
Calories: 869 C

INGREDIENTS: (6 servings)
•

Refined Flour : 125 gms

•

Baking Powder: ¾ tsp

•

Eggs : 3 numbers

•

Castor Sugar : 130 gms

•

Vanilla Essence : 1/8 tsp

STEP 1: Grease and line 18 cm square tin or mould and keep inside
STEP 2: Sieve the flour and baking powder thrice and keep aside
STEP 3: Separate the yolk and egg white . Beat the egg white  stiffly till
they form stiff peaks

STEP 4: Add the egg and yolks to the stiffly beaten egg whites one at a
time beating continuously after each addition

STEP 5: Add the castor sugar to the egg mixture and beat well
STEP 6: Fold in the sieved  flour mixture into the cake batter
STEP 7: Add vanilla essence to the cake batter
STEP 8: Pour the batter into the greased and dusted tin. Place the tin
in the drip tray
STEP 9: Bake at a temperature of 180 (degrees) C for 20 minutes or

till done

STEP 10: Cool on wire rack
STEP 11: Serve with custard or jelly
The essence can be changed to any flavour of your preference  
and the cake can be decorated according to your tastes and voila enjoy!
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by
Qventon Roberts
Class 11 ‘Arts’

Chapter VI

Kingdom of Paradise
The next day was bright and clear. The streets were full of
people even though the sun hadn’t even risen properly. The Rein
castle was awakening with the change of guards and the ringing
of the many bell, calling the castles butlers to awaken and serve
their masters.

“This is what people mean by handing peasant’s swords,”
he said.
Then the whole table was filled with laughter. Even Jerrod
was unable to resist a smile. He must have looked stupid.
“If you want to carry that sword around, you better dress
up for the act.” Barren spoke up from all the laughter, “You look
like a royal failure.”

Harold’s house was alive and bustling. The boys ran about
the house looking for their tools. Persephone’s handiwork, she
was always hiding her brethren’s belongings, happy to cause
trouble for them. But Jerrod was not very lively. He was unable
to sleep last night. The blade that was gifted to him by his father,
lay on the foot of his bed. The silver sheath hiding the obsidian
black blade was glowing lightly, now that he had got a hold of it.

After breakfast, Candrid took him into the forge. As
soon as he stepped into the forge, Jerrod was almost knocked
unconscious by the heat. It took some time for him to adjust to
the temperature, but he was able to bear it. Candrid kept quiet
as he brought out a cloak from among the many tools and metal
shrapnel scattered all around them. The cloak was red hot and
still burning, but Candrid picked it up as though it were a piece
of cloth.

Last night was terrible. Harold had shown him the black
blade left by his father. The sword shone bright despite its dark
exterior and filled the room with a wonderful light. The sheath,
made of silver, hid the blade well and fell on his hips naturally. The
leather had not to be adjusted even a little. It was as though the
blade was made specifically for him. Jerrod gripped the leather
hilt of the blade that reduced the intense glow till it matched the
glow of the room. There was a single red gem that was placed in
the centre of the guard that made the sword look regale. A blade
that was used to exercise power rather than might.

Jerrod must have kept his mouth open because it felt as
dry as sand. He was too awed by the sight that he was rendered
speechless.
“This is the Cloak of Flames,” Candrid said as he handed
the bright red cloak to Jerrod. “Don’t worry about it. It may look
hot but is as fine as a royal cloak. It’s made of a special type of
substance. We call it Dragon Scale.”

“What is this?” Jerrod had asked Harold
“This was a blade forged eon ago by my ancestors,” Harold
had said.

“Wait…” Jerrod interrupted, “Aren’t Dragon Scales said to
be impossible to find. Since the only way you can get one is by
killing a dragon, right?”

Startled Jerrod turned to the old blacksmith.

“Don’t worry about how we got it,” Candrid replied flatly,
“Just wear the cloak.”

“The blade was lost from our hands years ago.” Harold
continued, “It was given to a warrior who had fought bravely
during the Dark War and who is remembered till today. When he
was sent to scale the Maverick Range and was defeated, the blade
was lost to the snow. Your father got a hold of it and returned it
to us after it was lost for three generations.”
this…”

Jerrod didn’t complain. He was in no position to and he
knew it. He took the cloak from Candrid and found that whatever
he said was true. The cloak was light and soft. It was glowing
with flames but it was not hot at all. It was warm though.

“Wait…” Jerrod stared at the blade, long and hard, “Is

Jerrod put it on and instantly felt heavy. The cloak was
light to the touch but it was really heavy when he wore it. Not so
much as to bring Jerrod to his knees. It was as though the cloak
was testing its wearer. Then everything turned hazy and Jerrod’s
head felt heavy. It was as though the heat was finally getting to
him. He heard Candrid say something but a ringing in Jerrod’s
ear was louder than the machines in the forge.

“Yes Jerrod. This is the enchanted sword, Lathen Pyro. The
sword of the first Rider born of Rudenhide, Lord Erin himself.”
There was a knock on the door which startled Jerrod. He
looked down at his hands. The scar on his palm began itching
badly since he touched the sword. But he couldn’t wrap his mind
around the fact that the blade was that of legends. Lord Erin
was the first Dragon Rider to bond with a dragon outside of the
hidden city of the Dragon Riders. He was born to a peasant family
here in the city of Rudenhide when it was first established.

Jerrod then felt an annoying humming in his ear. He didn’t
like it and so he willed it to stop. That was when he realized that
he had fallen down on the forge floor.
Jerrod opened his eyes but found it hard to see.

Then there was another knock on the door. This time
Persephone’s voice called him out.

A bright light shone on his eyes that blinded him. It took
him some time to get used to it. When he did, Jerrod found
himself in a cave, with water dripping from the walls and it smelt
damp.

“Hey Jerrod, wake up.”
“I’m up.” Jerrod replied, “I’ll be down there soon.”

Jerrod was confused. He got up and checked for any
wounds on him. Finding none he began looking around the cave.

Soon he was downstairs, his clothes stained with dirt and
the blade, with all its glory, hung low on his waist. Jerrod stepped
into the kitchen and all eyes were on him. He felt awkward now
that so much attention was put on him. Then Candrid broke the
silence and laughed out loud.

The cave was not dark. Glowing rocks filled the cave
making it bright. It was not deep either. Jerrod could see the
entrance up ahead. He made his way out of the cave and found
himself in the middle of a forest.
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Where am I? I don’t remember any forest like this on the
maps of Alderhorn.

Then there was a sudden, uneasy silence. It seemed that
the whole world around him had gone quiet. The brook stopped
flowing, the trees stopped swaying, the wind stopped blowing.

The forest was filled with a mild light hue of green and
yellow. Rain had made the ground wet and slushy. Jerrod’s gaze
fell on a clearing not far away. Light shone down over the clearing
and the fresh scent of water floated in the air.

ear.

Then suddenly a rough, deep voice rang out in Jerrod’s
Who are you, boy?

Jerrod felt something heavy on his hip. He put his hand
down and found the hilt of the sword Harold had given him.
Surprised Jerrod jumped into the forest making his way to the
clearing.

The voice startled Jerrod. It was as though it was
whispering right into his ear.
to do.

He took a step into the open space and found an
unbelievable sight. The sun shone bright over the clearing but
not over the whole forest. Trees of different colours hung from
steep cliffs all surrounded by beautiful rockwork. It was a perfect
sight of peace and beauty. A waterfall was flowing down from the
cliffs. All around Jerrod found beautiful tall peaks surrounding
the ground where he stood. And finally, high above was a sight
that made Jerrod stagger on his feet.

“What do you want?” Jerrod said aloud, not knowing what
Let me do the asking around here, boy.
“Show yourself!” Jerrod yelled out, getting a little annoyed.
You wore my scales. The voice whispered.

“Your scales…” Jerrod’s mind began turning. Candrid had
said that the cloak was made out of Dragon Scales, “No way… Are
you a…a Dragon?” Jerrod stammered.

Dragons flew high above, mighty and glorious. Their scales
gleaming a wondrous hue, spread their wings far apart. The
skies were filled with their cries as Jerrod stood amidst the great
beasts. Suddenly Jerrod’s eyes fell over in the direction where
the sun was rising. To the east was a glorious golden dragon
with scales like flames from the hottest forges. Jerrod stopped
breathing at the bedazzling sight. It was as though the dragon
was staring right at Jerrod.

The trees around the boy shuffled in the dark. Jerrod caught
a glimpse of something slither behind him. Then suddenly the
light from the stars cast a shadow ahead of Jerrod. Two deep red
eyes stared straight at Jerrod. An enormous shape emerged from
the shadows. Two huge leathery wings spanned wide, blocking
Jerrod’s exit. A scaly claw reached out for him but he dodged it
with a bit of luck. Jerrod raised his sword to face his enemy but
even that seemed hopeless. This was a dragon, a beast of magic
and power, royal and destructive.

Jerrod returned the gaze and the dragon spread its wings.
With a loud roar that rocked the whole forest, it jumped down
from his perch and disappeared into the mystifying forest below.
Jerrod was worried for some reason. The dragon’s gaze was
unnerving and it gave off an aura of danger and glory all at once.

And so, it begins. The Dragon seemed to be talking to
himself. So boy, do you think you have what it takes to be one of
the twelve knights of Alderhorn.

The breeze grew stronger and the forest began glowing
brighter. The sun rose higher and the day grew longer. Jerrod
grew tired and hungry. He hung around the glade for a while
longer till he grew tired of that too. He had to find out where he
was. Even though this place was paradise, it was nothing like
home.
Jerrod entered the forest once again in search of food.
His stomach was rumbling from the thought of the roast from
Hermes, the best chophouse in the city.
Soon Jerrod found a brook that led him to the edge of
the peak. From here he could get a well-rounded view of what
the side of those peaks looked like. It was beautiful with hues
and textures that made the peaks come alive. Waterfalls lined
the edges of the mountains that led down to an endless void of
clouds. The height made Jerrod feel nauseous.
After a while Jerrod found a herd of mountain goats. He
had hunted these great beasts before with great difficulty because
they were always clinging to the steep walls of the cliffs. But
here, the goats had no place to jump to. They were stuck to the
ground. Trapping them would be easy.
Soon Jerrod had set up an intricate trap taught to him
by the hunters when he tallied on with them to the mountains
surrounding Rudenhide. He herded the whole group towards the
trap. Tired and hungry, Jerrod slowed down hoping that the trap
had done its job. Once he reached the place where he set the
traps up, he found nothing, not even the tracks of the herd he
drove into this corner. He was too tired to even wonder why.
Over in the distance, the sun was setting fast and Jerrod didn’t
even have a place to lay his head.
The night was more beautiful than any night Jerrod had
seen back home. The stars were bright and the sky was painted
with shades of pink and purple. The moon was hidden from sight
but the light from the stars lit the world around him. The trees
and rocks glowed in the darkness which made Jerrod feel safer
almost.
Suddenly, the foliage around Jerrod began rustling. He
got up from his perch on a rock and grabbed his sword. The
rustling grew louder as though something was approaching him,
probably with an intent to have him as a midnight snack.
As the noise grew louder Jerrod drew his blade. This was
the first time he drew his blade. The blade seemed to glow darker
than the night itself giving off a purple light that blended with the
shadows. The sword grew lighter the longer he held it, boosting
his confidence.
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Bihu
article by

Maahin Lama
12 ‘Science’

The word Bihu has been derived from the Sanskrit word
“bishnu” which means “to ask for prosperity from the Gods during
the harvest season”. This festival is indigenous to North-Eastern
states, especially Assam. The origins of this festival are said to be as
old as the river Brahmaputra. Bihu has been celebrated ever since
humans settled down and practiced agriculture beside the mighty
Brahmaputra.

their elders. On the fifth phase people visit their families, relatives
and friends and have lunch or dinner together and socialize. The
sixth phase is where the village or locality organises a ‘Mela’. This
phase is packed with cultural events and outdoor competitions
which men and women of all ages are fond of. The final phase is
celebrated differently across Assam but the common theme deals
with wrapping up the celebrations with contemplations and
resolutions for the future. It is marked by exchanging ‘Pithas’ (rice
cake sweets) made by different families among friends and families.

Bihu is the term given to the collective set of three important
and auspicious festivals: Rongali Bihu which is celebrated in April,
Kongali Bihu which is celebrated in October and Bhogali Bihu which
is celebrated in January. Each of the festivals historically recognizes
a different agricultural cycle of the paddy crops and are celebrated
with equal fervour.

Kongali Bihu or Kati Bihu is also closely related to agriculture.
It is celebrated on the first day ‘Kati’ month in the Assamese
calendar. Kati Bihu is also called Kangali. “Kongal” means broke or
poor as there isn’t much to eat at this time of the year. This Bihu is
characterised by lighting lamps or candles in various places. People
of Assam (women particularly) worship and pray to welcome
Goddess Lakshmi (the Goddess of wealth and prosperity) home,
lighting earthen mustard oil lamps in the fields in front of the
sacred Tulsi (Holy Basil). This formal procedure continues for a
whole month.

Rongali Bihu or Bohag Bihu the considered to be the
most important out of the three. It marks the beginning of the
Assamese New Year. It usually falls around the 2 nd week of
April every year. This holiday brings a sense of unity and brings
people of different communities of Assam together regardless
of their backgrounds and promotes diversity and tradition.
During Rongali Bihu there are 7 pinnacle phases, namely:
‘Raati’,’Chot’,’Goru’,’Manuh’,’Kutum’,’Mela’, and ’Chera’.

Bhogali Bihu or Magh Bihu is a harvest festival. It marks
the end of the harvesting season in the month of Magh. (JanuaryFebruary). The festival is marked by feats and bonfires. People build
huge bonfires called ‘Meji’ that is lit for the ceremonial conclusion
and prayer to the God of fire. People also build makeshift huts
known as ‘Bhelaghar’ and in them, people sit down and eat the food
prepared for the feast, and they burn the huts next morning. The
celebrations also feature traditional games like pot-breaking (‘tekeli
bhonga’) and buffalo fighting. Rice cakes and special sweets are
made especially for the festival.

During each phase different activities are to be completed.
The first phase involves burning huge bonfires and torches which
promote the gathering of locals. The second phase is livelier as
on this day Bihu songs and dances are organised by the young at
outdoor locations. The third phase is related to the agricultural roots
of Assam and the worship and reverence of livestock, which has been
providing people with their livelihood since the beginning. During
the fourth phase people wear new clothes and seek blessings from
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The Typhoon class
Submarine Project 941
an article by

Sherab Lama
11 ‘ Arts ’
547 feet of length, 48000 tons of displacement, two nuclear
reactors and a unique design inside which holds weapons capable
enough to incinerate half of the world down, these submarine cruisers
became the most powerful weapons and banners of the Soviet navy
power and the symbols of the Cold War fear. It is the Soviet Typhoon
class submarine project 941 the legend of the nuclear leviathan.

had a yield of 100kiltons of TNT. A real monster of its time and
then to launch a missile would require a specifically designated
vessel. It led to the birth of the US flag ship -Ohio class submarines.
The soviet engineers also set about creating the newest strategic
nuclear missile no less powerful to its counterpart the Trident,
which gave rise to the R-39 missile which had a range of 8300 km.

When the world neared the end of 1960’s a nuclear parity
between the USA and the USSR was fully formed, it was obvious
to each other that any attempt of a strike would lead to a counter
strike, the result of which would be complete mutual destruction.

The rocket was 60% larger than the Trident and it
weighed about 90 tons and exceeded the Trident’s mass by
three times giving an unsurpassed combat performance.

Then in order to reduce the risk of a nuclear holocaust it led
to the preparation of a special agreement to limit the number of the
nuclear weapons. Then the nuclear race shifted from a quantity format
to a quality format both the countries sought to create a more powerful
effective and long range missile systems. The result of this was the
creation of the UGM 96 Trident missile launched from the submarines.

This huge and heavy rocket became a real challenge to
the submarine engineers but the challenges didn’t end here. The
missile needed a new vessel from where it could be launched
which had the ability to execute a very long-term mission. It was
obvious that no conventional design of the earlier submarines
launched by the USSR could satisfy such requirements.
Then the development of the Typhoons was set and it began
in the early 1970’s and the Rubin Design Bureau engineers were to
create the revolutionary vessel to solve the whole set of complex tasks.
The designers had to completely revise the large submarine design
over and over again and the wide result was a completely new design.

This solid propellant missile had a range up to 4600 miles
or 7400 kilometers and carried six nuclear warhead each of which

The idea to forge the submarine was sophisticated but simple,
coated with the special material, it made this beast stealthy in underwater.
The Typhoons were actually planned to operate in the Arctic and
these solutions allowed them to break through thick layers of ice up to two
and a half metre thick, now such a submarine needed a huge amount of
energy. This was provided by the two nuclear reactors of the submarine.
Due to the large internal volume. They placed
recreational zones, a gym, a sauna, and many other bonuses.
This was incredible for the submarine and as a result
sailor began to call these submarines as floating hotels.
The Typhoons were able to carry out military operations lasting
up to six months. Even at the depths of 180 feet or 55 metres, it could
strike the enemy with 200 nuclear warheads at once. A serious reason
to think twice before attacking a country with such submarines.
Today, only three submarines of the Typhoon class have been
preserved. Only one is functional and has been modernized - renamed
Dimitri Donskoy.

‘ The Hunt for Red October ’, a movie based on the Soviet
Typhoon class submarine
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Siren Head
Siren Head is an Urban Legend created by an artist
called Trevor Henderson. It is a tall humanoid creature that
is known by most people for to its tall and skinny appearance.
It is a 40-foot-tall creature with a dehydrated body and has
a metal pole instead of a neck and two sirens in replacement
of the head. It lives in forests amongst tall trees which help
him to blend in with the environment. It hunts lost travelers
and lures them by mimicking the sound of their friends or
the sound of a weather warning. It is highly skilled in camouflaging and hunting which makes it a dangerous predator.
It is said that siren head covers the screams of its victims
by producing loud noises to ensure that no one helps them
but some say that this is also a form of torture. The Siren
head does not just kill people for survival but also for other
unknown reasons. Siren head can also transform into lamp
posts to get near his prey. Some people believe that Siren
head has existed from a very long time and the art created
by Trevor Henderson was made to describe its appearance.
This piece was from a news channel in July 16 1995:

“July 16th, 1995 - Chad Gewecke is found wandering
the woods of Tanyard Creek in North West Arkansas. He
is admitted with minor injuries and when questioned, he
claims his friends were taken or killed by “something huge
striding through the trees” that mimicked their voices.
„
~ Chad Gewecke about Siren Head on July 16th, 1995.

This is just a small hint about some creatures that may
have existed before or with us.

- Ronak Katwal
8 ‘A ’

LOCKDOWN
Lockdown, Lockdown, why did you come and
make my days, weeks and months boring. The first

and tears of Luv and Kush and now there is Sri
Krishna and Saktiman……

few days were happy and blissful, and the next
few weeks were so-so, then the months became
God help us and bless us to overcome the

b o r i n g a n d f u l l o f a n x i e t y. N o s c h o o l , n o c l a s s , n o
friends, no games. What is the use of staying at
home?

pandemic COVID-19. Keep me in your prayers
and I will keep you in mine.

In the first few weeks, I passed my days in

- N ish ant P r ad h an

Ramayana, Mahabharat with sprinkles, and then

5A

I came to Uttar Ramayana with full of emotions
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TORAN PRADHAN
9 ‘B’

PICTURE S Q U E

HARSH DEEP
9 ‘A’

VAISHNAV SINGH KHATI
9 ‘B’
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HERALD
S P O R T I F

Zidane steers Real Madrid to record
34th Spanish league title
Spanish giants beat Villareal to seal their first La Liga title in three years.

goals.

Report from Al Jazeera News

“It has been a strange season after everything that has happened,” said Ramos,
who won his fifth Spanish league title. “After the confinement we knew that we had to win
every match to clinch the title. There was no margin for error.”
Barcelona had won the last two league titles and were top of the league when
the season resumed last month. But three draws saw them fall behind Real Madrid and
Thursday’s defeat to 10-man Osasuna at the Camp Nou Stadium confirmed their demise.
Real Madrid last lifted the league trophy in 2017, a year before the departure of
Portuguese superstar Cristiano Ronaldo.

French coach and football legend Zinedine Zidane has steered Real Madrid to a
record 34th Spanish league title, an 11th overall trophy win under his leadership.
Fellow Frenchman Karim Benzema scored twice against Villareal for a 2-1
victory on Thursday to extend Madrid’s 10-match perfect winning record following the
coronavirus-enforced break, sealing the club’s first league title in three years.“This is one
of the best days in my life professionally,” said Zidane, 48.
“This is a tremendous feeling because what these players have done is incredible.
I am lost for words because I am too emotional.”
After taking over as coach from Rafa Benitez at the start of 2016, Zidane led the
club to three straight Champions League titles, two European Super Cups, two Spanish
Super Cups and two FIFA Club World Cups.
He quit at the end of the 2017-18 season, but was asked to return less than a year
later as the team endured a streak of poor results in the Spanish league and the Champions
League.
Thursday’s title celebrations were subdued, however, as the triumph came with
Real Madrid playing in its training centre because the Santiago Bernabeu Stadium is
undergoing renovation work.
Fans have not been allowed into games since the pandemic, and the Spanish
giants had warned supporters not to gather at the team’s traditional celebration spots in
the capital. Most of the early celebrations came from fans honking their car horns across

Captain Sergio Ramos

Report by Aradhya Yonzon, 12 Commerce
Real Madrid has clinched their
34th league title and their second title under
Zinedine Zidane. Barcelona finished 2nd
just behind them by 7 points with 37
matches being played. Real Madrid was
crowned the League champions on 17th July
2020 after beating Villarreal 2-1 with a brace
from Karim Benzema. Gareth Bale had also celebrated his 31st birthday on the same day
they clinched the title.
Real Madrid had a difficult 2018/19 season which saw them finish 3rd. They had
struggled without Cristiano Ronaldo who had recently left the Spanish capital for Juventus
which left a huge void in the club and they had also struggled throughout the season with
coaching issues. They had sacked Julen Lopetegui after a quarter of the season and then
they sacked Santiago Solari. Towards the final leg of the season, Zidane returned to the
club only to have concrete plans for the 2019/20 season.
Real needed a player who could turn the club's fortunes around after Ronaldo’s
departure and they bought Eden Hazard from Chelsea for an estimate 100 million. They
had also bought players like Rodrygo, Luka Jovic, Eder Miliitao and Ferland Mendy. They
recalled James Rodriquez who was on loan at Bayern Munich.
Eden Hazard was given the legendary no.7 worn by legends like Cristiano
Ronaldo, Raul, etc. but he didn’t settle this season as injuries had disrupted majority of
the season.
Real had won the Supercopa Espana in January in which they had beaten City
rivals, Atletico Madrid on penalties after the game ended in a draw. Real drew with
Barcelona back in December at Camp Nou with a 0-0 draw and won 2-0 in March at the
Bernabeu which saw them potential favourites to clinch the title this season. Real Madrid
will conclude the season away against Legenas. Now the Champions League is coming up
with the last 16 as they head into the 2nd legs starting on 8th August 2020.

Madrid’s streets.
“It’s another league title, after
the confinement and everything else that
happened,” said Zidane, whose illustrious
career as a player includes winning the
Champions League and La Liga with Real
Madrid, as well as the World Cup with
France. “I wish we could celebrate with
the fans, but I’m sure they are very happy
at home seeing their team win the league
again.”
“The players are the ones who
have fought for this. It’s true I’ve played my
role but they are the ones who believe in
what they are doing.”
Captain Sergio Ramos lifted the
trophy at the empty Alfredo Di Stefano
Stadium as confetti went into the air behind
him and his teammates. Players later threw
Zidane into the air a few times, then they
all posed for photos in front of one of the
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Crossword- Diseases
Across:
1.blood gluclose, or blood sugar is too
high
3.It destriys memory and interrupts
normal mental functions
5.Infection causes inflamatio in the
air sacs of lungs
7.Infection leading to damage if
nerves, respiratory tract, skin and
eyes
8.A contagious skin infestation that
causes severe itchiness and pimple
like rash.
Down:
2.Caused by bacteria that affects
lungs
4.STD
6.Viral respiratory infection, aka “the
flu”

SUDOKU

Solutions:Crossword:
Down:1. nelson mandela 4. adolf hitler
Across:2. abraham lincoln 3. mahatma
gandhi 5. napoleon bonaparate 6. martin
luther king jr 7. george washington
8. franklin d roosevelet
Jumble:
MANIPUR, PUNJAB, TRIPURA,
JHARKHAND, INDIA

Quiz

Word Jumble

Answers to Issue 13 questions: -

NDVOOEIT

1. Malaysia
2. Asparagus

IAFYLM

3. Grenada
4. Pizza; because it was a staple of the poor who
prepared it with mostly rotting ingredients

TLYOAYL

5. Wasabi

SRFDIEIHNP

6. Water (the brand is Acqua di Cristallo Tributo a

The power of__ __ __ __ is held within each of us
every moment. This wondrous energy is available
merely
by our use and conscious recognition

Modigliani)
7. Coffee
8. Fanta
9. Balut; Philippines
10. Coffee
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Quiz

QUEST

1

2

This Disney movie was based on
a book by Edgar Rice Burroughs.
Name this very famous
animated movie.

John Nettleship, a British schoolteacher who taught
chemistry at Wyedean School, Gloucestershire, became
the inspiration for a character in a well-known book
series. The author was his student, and reportedly hated
him too. Name the character he inspired and the
author.

4

If the Russians call
their country “Rodina”
, South Koreans “Uri
Nara”, the Spanish
“Espana” then what
do the Japanese call
theirs?

3

Identify the
monument

6
8

5

Who is this featuring in the crest of
Xanthi FC?

7

This photograph is of “The
Solway Spaceman” which was
taken by Jim Templeton in
1964. He originally wanted to
click a photo of his daughter
but when the photo was
developed a mysterious figure
appeared in the background.
He later alleged that he met
two men later who asked him
not to disclose the photos. This
duo was also alleged to appear
before people claiming to have
seen extra terrestrials . This gave
rise to a phenomenon and later
was developed into a film series.
Identity the duo ?

9

THE NORTH POINT QUIZ CLUB brings you a
series of thrilling questions. So team up with your
family and go on this quest to find the answers with
the help of the given clues.
Happy Quizzing!!

This was originally a German game known ‘Der Stern‘.
The company which introduced this game in America
thought that the addition of this country’s name would
be profitable. Name the game.

This multinational company once possessed the
world’s 6th largest navy when the USSR traded 17 old
submarines and three warships in exchange for $ 3
billion of that multinational company’s main product.
Name the multinational company or the product.

10

South Ossetia , Taiwan , Sahrawi Arab Democratic
Republic , Kosovo : what is common between these
countries ?
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In 2018, the New Zealand Prime Minister, Jacinda
Ardern, become the second head of a country to
give birth while in office. Who was the first and
which country did she belong to?

“ You can’t use up creativity. The more
you use, the more you have. ”
M AYA A N G E LO U
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